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Abstract 
An algorithm is presented for computing the necessary 

time-scaling to allow a non-redundant manipulator to fol- 
low a fixed Cartesian path containing kinematic singular- 
ities. The resulting trajectory is close to minimum-time, 
subject to bounds on joint velocities and accelerations. The 
algorithm assigns a series of knot points along the path, 
increasing the knot density in the vicinity of singularities. 
Appropriate path velocities are then computed for each knot 
point. Two experiments involving the PUMA manipulator 
are shown. 

1. Introduction 

The problem of kinematic singularities is a serious one 
for serial link manipulators assigned to execute prescribed 
Cartesian space tasks. Singularities are usually defined in 
terms of the manipulator Jacobian J, which maps joint ve- 
locities 8 into workspace velocities v. At a singularity, J 
loses rank, and the process of inverting J to execute a pre- 
scribed v may result in extremely high joint velocities and 
accelerations. 

A conventional way of handling singularities is to mod- 
ify the calculation associated with the Jacobian inverse (or 
pseudo-inverse, for redundant manipulators), such as by 
adding a damping term [8, 13, 4, 5 ,  71. Other techniques 
include directly eliminating degenerate degrees of freedom 
from J [ 11 or using the Jacobian transpose [3] in place of its 
inverse. These approaches to the singularity problem usu- 
ally result in some deviation from the prescribed reference 
path. Also, it can be difficult to keep joint velocities, and 
more troublesome, accelerations, within bounds without in- 
curring sluggish performance. 

As an alternative, some recent work has focused on han- 
dling singularities exclusively by time-scaZing the trajec- 
tory, without deviating from the desired path unless that 
path actually goes outside the workspace. If the path we 
wish to follow is given by X( s ) ,  where s is a scalar param- 
eter, then the problem can be stated as follows: 

Problem 1. Suppose a non-redundant manipulator is to 
follow a path X(s) for which the corresponding inverse 
kinematic solution 8 ( s )  is known. Then find a path tim- 
ing s( t )  such that, for each joint d j ,  the induced joint ve- 
locities and accelerations are bounded by 1$jl 5 Vj and 
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18j 1 5 Aj, regardless of thepresence ofsingularities. Such 
a timing will be termed admissible. 

Additional bounds on S and S can be added by treating s as 
an extra joint coordinate (such as joint “U’, with 60 E s). 

$j and t!’j are related to 29j ( s )  by the chain rule: 

At singulari ties, one or more 29: ( s )  or 29; (s) may become 
infinite, witlh serious implications for ij and ij. Neverthe- 
less, the feasibility of solving Problem 1 in certain cases in- 
volving 2R and 3R manipulators was studied in [9,2]. The 
general solvability of Problem 1 for paths which are piece- 
wise analytic is described [6].  Loosely stated, the idea is to 
make sure that s and S approach zero as fast as the elements 
of 29; ( s )  or d y ( s )  approach infinity. 

We presemt in this paper a discrete algorithm for com- 
puting an approximate solution to problem 1. Its novelty 
lies in being able to handle general paths, produce solu- 
tions which are nearly time-optimal (subject to [$,I 5 V, 
and 18, I 5 A J ) ,  and do the required computations rather 
quickly. The algorithm is named DAO (for Discrete Ap- 
proximate Optimal-admissible timing). 

Rather than explicitly computing the path timing s( t ) ,  
the algorithininstead computes B as a functionof s; s ( t )  can 
then be obtained as the solution to the differential equation 
ds/d t  = fi(s). This approach makes it easier to incorpo- 
rate constrauints on the joint accelerations. To obtain an s( t )  
which is monotonically increasing, we require that s 2 0, 
with B = 0 only at single points. 

The reader may note that solving Problem 1 is, in prin- 
ciple, equivalent to solving the fixed-path minimum-time 
trajectory pliroblem [12, 101. Solutions to the latter usually 
consider actuator forcdtorque limits and the full manipula- 
tor dynamics, but do not work at singularities. Essentially, 
the DAO algorithm solves a simplified (i.e., unit dynam- 
ics) version of the fixed-path minimum-time problem, but 
does so robustly at singularities. Presumably the algorithm 
could be extended to incorporate dynamics, at the cost of 
increased computation. However, it meets our immediate 
objective, which is to make Cartesian paths containing sin- 
gularities as realizable as trapezoidal-velocity trajectories 
for joint paths. 



2. Algorithm Overview 

The algorithm is assumed to work in conjunction with a 
discrete-time trajectory generator which produces joint po- 
sition setpoints every T seconds. Assume that the path is 
defined over some s interval [SA, sg]. The algorithm se- 
lects K knot points si E [ S A ,  s g ]  and then computes, for 
each one, a value of s, denoted by %i .  This output is then 
interpolated by the trajectory generator to determine s for 
each trajectory sample, from which #(s) is computed by 
applying inverse kinematics to X( s). Interpolation is done 
by assuming that S is constant between knot points; it is 
easy to show that this is equivalent to assuming that i2(s) 
is piecewise-linear. 

At each knot point si, the algorithm computes both 6( si 
and 8'(si) .  The latter can be computed from 

6'( si) = J (si)-' u(s;) , (1) 

where .(si) is the tangent to X(si). Near singularities, one 
or more Sl(sz) may approach infinity. If J(si)-' is avail- 
able in symbolic form, this will correspond to a division by 
a small number in some of the expressions. Otherwise, ro- 
bust matrix inversion techniques (such as the singular value 
decomposition) can be used to identify which d$ (s) blow 
up. At present, such cases are handled by simply clipping 
19: ( s i )  to some large value of appropriate sign. A possibly 
superior alternative, not yet implemented, would be to dis- 
place s, slightly so that the affected d$ (s i )  values are large 
but not infinite. 

The algorithm's effectiveness comes from increasing the 
knot point density near singularities, as described below. 

The algorithm calculates the knot velocities 'vi to be 
as large as possible (to approach a time-optimal solution) 
while trying to approximately satisfy 18j 1 5 vj and 18j I 5 
AJ . Specifically, the tvi are calculated to try and ensure that 

P;(.i)l 5 vj (2) 

I G j i l  5 Aj ,  (3)  

and 

where SLji is the average acceleration between the knots s i  
and si t l ,  under the assumption of constant S between knot 
points. Average accelerations are used because (a) it obvi- 
ates the need to calculate second-order solution derivatives 
and (b) it has been experimentally observed to yield good 
timing results. 

The %i are computed in several stages: 
1. 
2. 

3. 

Select the knot points si. 
Assign initial knot velocities, denoted by bvi, to sat- 
isfy ( 2 )  and approximately satisfy (3) .  
Forward pass: for i = 1 to K ,  try to satisfy (3)  by re- 
ducing the bvj, producing a new set of velocities fvi. 

4. Backward pass: for i = K down to 1, complete the 
enforcement of (3) by reducing the fvi. This yields 
the final velocities 'vi. 

By properly chosing the initial bvi, it can be proven that 
the subsequent forward and backward passes will then en- 
sure satisfaction of (3). 

3. Knot point selection 

Knot selection is at the heart of the algorithm. The idea is 
to start with some nominal set of knots, and then increase 
the knot density appropriately in regions where the path so- 
lution is highly non-linear (e.g., near singularities). 

What makes this work is the fact that the trajectory gen- 
erator interpolating the algorithm output works in discrete 
time, and so the difference between successive position set 
points must always be finite (as noted in [ll]). - 

Now observe that the average velocity d j  of joint 29j 
during the travel from knot si to sit1 is given by 

;, - dj(Si+l) - d j ( S i )  
At 3 -  (4) 

This leads to the velocity rule for knot point selection: if the 
knots are spaced closely enough that 

P J ( S , + l )  - S j ( S i ) l  5 VjT, (5)  
where T i s  the trajectory sample interval, then if the transit 
time between knots is less than or equal to T,  the associated 
average velocity will be within bounds. 

The acceleration rule is a bit more complicated but sim- 
ilarly motivated; details of its rational can be found in [6]. 
Letting Asi E si+l - si, enough knot points are added so 
that for each i, either 

or 

(7) 

is satisfied. Relation (7) keeps the number of knots bounded 
in cases where 19: (si+l) or I!$ (si) become very large. 

Knot point creation is currently implemented using a 
simple bisection strategy where new knots are inserted be- 
tween existing ones until both the velocity rule (5) ,  and one 
of the acceleration rules ((6) or (7)), are satisfied. As long 
as the path solution 6( s) is continuous, the process is guar- 
anteed to converge. Performance of the algorithm is also 
enhanced by placing a specific knot point very close to any 
path singularity which is encountered. 

These knot selection rules are heuristicly based and have 
been experimentally confirmed to yield good results, with- 
out creating an unmanageable number of knots. An error 
analysis is presently being studied. 
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4. Constraints on vi 

In this section, we describe what constraints on individual 
knot velocities wi are necessary to satisfy (2) and (3). 

First, it is necessary that wi 5 bi ,  where 

bi = min(Qji), (8) 
3 

and 

From the chain rule ij = d$(s)s,  it can be seen that the 
upper definition of Qji enforces (2). At zeros of d$(si), the 
chain rule expression for i j  reduces to 2dy(s )s2 ,  and so 
enforcement of (3) requires the lower definition of Q j i  (for 
which an estimate of 29y(si) can be obtained by applying 
finite differences to nearby 295 (si) values). 

At singularities where one or more 29$(si) approach in- 
finity, bi will approach zero. In such cases, setting bi to 
zero does not by itself guarantee that $j will be bounded 
(since S no longer specifies $ j  uniquely [6] ) ,  but the action 
of the rest of the algorithm will in fact ensure that all ij are 
brought to zero (although see Section 9 in this regard). 

Next, consider the constraint (3). If At is the travel time 
between knots si and s i + l ,  then the associated average ac- 
celeration iiji is given by 

- dj(Si+l) - 
At 

U'. - 3' - (9) 

Because it is assumed that s is constant between knotpoints, 

(10) 

For notational convenience, let f i  G 29$(si) for some spe- 
cific coordinate 29j, and let Afi fi+l - fj. Then sub- 
stituting (10) into (9) and applying the chain rule i j  = 
29i(s)s, we obtain 

2 A ~ i  
vi + W i + l  

At = 

2 
f i + l W i + I  + Afjwj+lwi - fiw! - 2As'ii.. % 3% - - 0. 

(11) 
For any given value of i i j i ,  this represents a hyperbola in the 
wi-w;+1 plane. We define an admissible sub-region Wj,; to 
be the set of (wi, wi+l)  for which liijil < Aj .  This region 
is bounded by the two hyperbolas corresponding to iij; = 
f Aj in (1 l), as illustrated in Figure 1. 

The region in the wi-wi+l plane for which constraint (3) 
is satisfied for all joints is called the admissible region Wi 
and is defined by 

wj n Wj+ 
j 

a 0 4 8 

FIGURE; 1 .  A sub-region W,,, (shown in grey) corre- 
sponding to f, = 2, = 1, A, = 6, and Asi = 2. 

Finally, a complete admissible region W: can be defined 
which alsol satisfies the constraint (2), along with the addi- 
tional requirement that each wi be non-negative, by inter- 
secting Wi with the square defined by 0 < wi < bi and 
0 < w i + l  5 bi+l (see Figure 2). Any (vi, w i + l )  E Wit 
therefore satisfies both constraints (2) and (3). 

' b + 1  

vi 
2 4 6 

FIGURE 2. A complete admissible region W," given by the 
intersection of several W,,, and the square defined by 0 < 
~ , < b , a n d O < v , + ~  <b,+l,forb,=5andb,+l =4 .  

The ohjective of the DAO algorithm can now be re- 
stated: try to make the output knot velocities twi as large 
as possible subject to ('wi , % i + l )  E Wit . To do this, the 
following computations on the Wi and Wit are necessary: 

1. Intersect Wi with a fixed vi; 
2. Intersect Wi with a fixed w;+l;  
3. Corripute the vertices of Wit . 
Details, on these calculations are given in Appendix A. 
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5. Determining initial velocities 

After the knots have been selected, each one is assigned an 
initial velocity bvi. This is done by first computing a point 
( w i , ~ ,  w i , ~ )  in each W$ that maximizes vi + vi+l (to help 
minimize the implied travel time between si and si+1). It 
can be shown [6] that such a point must lie on a vertex of 
W,?, the computation of which is described in section A.3. 
The bvi are then calculated as follows: 

*U1 := w1,1; 
fori from 2 to K-1: 

bvi := min(wi,r, wi-1,2); 

’VI< := WK-1,2; 

Note that resulting pairs (“ i ,  bvi+l) may not necessarily 
be contained in W,t. However, since the seed ( w i , ~ ,  w ; , ~ )  
is contained in WT, it can be proven [6] that the subsequent 
forward and backward passes of the algorithm will yield fi- 
nal velocities tvi whose pairs are also contained in W: . 

6. Forward and Backward Passes 

The forward pass computes a new set of velocities fvi : 

f V 1  := bvl; 
for i from 1 to K - 1: 

if (y # 0) then 

else 

y := max(wi+r : o 5 vi+i 5 bvi+i, (fui, u i + i )  E Wi}; 

f U i + l  := y; 

f U , + l  := bv:+1; 

In other words, for each i, counting up from 1, fvi+l is 
nominally set to bVi+l. Then if ( fv i , fv i+ l )  I$ Wi, and this 
can be corrected by lowering fv,+l, we do so. The compu- 
tation involves determining the admissible vi+l values for 
a given fv i ,  as described in Section A. 1. 

The backward pass repeats this in the reverse direction: 
:= fur<; 

*U; := max{v; : o 5 v;  5 Iu~, (v i ,  f v ;+ l )  E w;}; 
for i from K - 1 down to 1: 

In other words, for each i descending from K ,  tvi is nomi- 
nally set to fvi.  Then if (tvi, %;+I) @ Wi, this is corrected 
by lowering t V i .  That such a correction is always possible 
follows from the above-mentioned proof in [6]. The com- 
putation involves determining the admissible vi values for 
a given ‘vi+l, as described in Section A.2. 

Note that since these passes only reduce velocities, 
( t V i ,  tvi+l) E Wi implies (‘vi, %i+l) E W:. 

7. Algorithm Summary 

Input: Continuous path solution 6(s )  defined on [sa, SB]. 
Output: A set of path velocities tvi defined for K knot 

points s i  E [SA, s g ] ,  implicitly specifying an ap- 
proximately optimal admissible path timing s(t). 

Step D2. (Knotpointselection). Create K knots si, with 
SI = SA and SK = SB, SO as to satisfy the veloc- 
ity and acceleration rules described in Section 3. If 
possible, insert a knot point close to each path singu- 
larity. 

Step 0 2 .  (Initialization). Compute the initial knot veloci- 

Step 0 3 .  (Forwardpass). Starting at i = 1, compute the 

Step 04.  (Backward pass). Working backward from i = 

ties bvi as described in Section 5. 

knot velocities fvi as described in Section 6. 

K ,  compute the %i as described in Section 6. 

7.1. Complexity. If K is the number of knots and M the 
number of joint coordinates, then step D2 has the worst 
complexity, O ( K M 3 ) ,  due to the O ( M 3 )  complexity of 
computing the vertices of each W$ (Section A.3). A more 
efficient calculation may be possible, but has not yet been 
investigated. 

8. Experimental Results 

Numerous experiments are described in [6] involving pla- 
nar 2R and PUMA robots; only a couple involving the 
PUMA will be shown here. Both involve paths where s 
is the translational arc length, and were undertaken with a 
trajectory sample period of T = 50 msec, and V, = 60 
deg/sec and Aj = 150 deglsec’ for all robot joints. Con- 
straints IBI < VO and IS1 < Ao were also imposed by treat- 
ing s as an additional joint coordinate do,  with Vo = 200 
“/sec and Ao = 700 “/sec2. Computations were done 
in 64-bit double precision, and large values of 29; ( sz ) were 
clipped to lo8. Each experiment is illustrated by a PUMA 
stick figure animation, and plots of selected velocities as 
functions of time, before and after application of the DAO 
algorithm. To make it easier to judge algorithm perfor- 
mance, velocity profiles are scaled as shown in Figure 3. 

“ u m  

I ‘“Path’ t 
accelerations 

FIGURE 3. Velocity plots are scaled so that velocity and 
acceleration constraints appear as shown here. Accelera- 
tion limits correspond to a slope of -+1 for robot joints and 
f 2  for 3. 

The example of Figure 4 involves the PUMA elbow sin- 
gularity. Computations were done for M = 4 (0, through 
293, and 290 E s), required 206 knots, and took 181 msec 
on a Silicon Graphics “hdy” workstation with an R4600 
CPU rated at 11 Mflops. The example of Figure 5 involves 
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the PUMA shoulder singularity. Computations were again 
done for M = 4, required 217 knots, and took 149 msec. 

These results, typical of a larger body of tests, indi- 
cate that the algorithm does in fact produce a timing which 
meets the ideal constraints I 5 vj and l8jl 5 Aj  very 
tightly, while being quite close to optimal. The latter state- 
ment can be verified by noting that in the resulting trajecto- 
ries, one or more coordinates is always close to saturation 
with respect to either its velocity or acceleration constraint. 

......... 

........... ... r.... -. ’ .......... * .. .. * ..... -. ’ .. ’. 

.... ..... _e- --. ........................ 

s I /  

II \ 
t 

FIGURE 4. Parabolic reference path, in the plane z = 0, 
which leaves and then reenters the robot workspace. The 
actual path follows the boundary when the reference parh 
goes outside of the workspace. Upper plots show 0 2 ,  93 
corresponding to a constant path velocity 3.; spikes corre- 
spond to the elbow singularity where the reference path 
leaves or enters the workspace. Lower plots show the mod- 
ified velocities produced by the DAO algorithm. 

9. Conclusion 

The DAO algorithm demonstrates the practical feasibility 
of handling singularities in fixed-path trajectories by time 
scaling alone. The present implementation appears to give 
excellent results in terms of achieving near-optimal solu- 
tions which honor the velocity and acceleration constraints. 

There is one aspect in which the algorithm is not opti- 
mal: at a singularity where one or more 8; (s) approaches 

......... 
I. ........ *’; 

FIGURE 5 .  A straight line reference path, in the plane z = 
150, which cuts through the cylindrical void in the center of 
the workspace. When the reference path is inside the void, 
the actuid path is projected onto the boundary cylinder. Up- 
per plots show &, & corresponding to a constant path ve- 
locity; spikes correspond to the shoulder singularity where 
the path intersects the cylinder. Lower plots show the mod- 
ified velocities produced by the DAO algorithm. 

infinity, all joints are brought to rest, whereas in some (less 
common) cases, the optimal solution calls for the “most sin- 
gular” joints to have non-zero velocities. This problem, 
discussed in [6] ,  should be corrected. 

Other work on the method can be done along the follow- 
ing lines: {(a) improving the knot selection process, both in 
terms of theoretical understanding and trying to reduce the 
number OS knots (since we have no reason to believe that 
the number of knots selected is optimal), and (b) simplify- 
ing the corriputations and making them more robust, includ- 
ing possibly replacing all derivative calculations with ones 
involving only finite differences of d (s) . 

Generalizations of the DAO algorithm to include the 
full manipulator dynamics, and hence actuator force/torque 
constraints, may also prove useful. 
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Appendix A. 

A. l .  Intersecting Wi with a fixed vi. This amounts to 
finding all the vi+l  that are admissible for a fixed vi. One 
can compute the answer for each sub-region Wj,j and then 
intersect the results. In [6] it is shown that, for a particular 
Wj,i, the admissible vi+1 are contained within two inter- 
vals [ A  - B+ , A - B- ] and [A + B- , A + B+], where 

Bt=\/ (5 + ft+l)%J: + c* 
2lfli-l I 

(f, + f*+1)2v: - ci 
21f*+11 

B-= 

-Aifava 
wit1 

A=- t and Ca =8lfa+llAssA, 

If (f; + fi+1)2V: - C; 5 0, this reduces to a single interval 
[ A  - B+, A + B+]. If fi+l = 0, the interval becomes 

2AsiAj 
, -vi + ___ 

Ifi lvi 
A.2. Interseding Wi with a k e d  vi+l. This amounts to 
finding all the v, that are admissible for a fixed vi+l .  The 
computations are the same as those described in the previ- 
ous section, except with v, and v,+1 interchanged, f; re- 
placed by - fz+l, and fi+l replaced by -fi.  

A.3. Computing the vertices of W:. These are points 
on the boundary of W: corresponding to the intersections 
of the hyperbolic curves and straight lines comprising the 
boundary. At present, the vertices are computed in a brute 
force way, by finding all such intersections and then dis- 
carding those not on the boundary. First, the lines wi = 0, 
v; = b,, v,+1 = 0, and va+! = b;+l have 4 intersection 
points. Intersecting these with the hyperbolic boundaries 
of the W,,,, using the equations of sections A.l and A.2, 
yields an additional 10M points, where M is the number 
of joint coordinates. Now for the intersections of the hy- 
perbolas themselves: Suppose there exist two regions WJ,,  
and Wk,;, corresponding to coordinates 29, and 29k, whose 
boundaries are described by the two pairs of hyperbolas 
represented by 

f t+ iV?+i  + Aftu,+iut - fioT = *2As,Aj ,  

gt+lu?+i + Agtut+lot - gtu? = f 2 A s t A k ,  

where fi f z9; ( s i )  and 9, E 8; (sa). It can then be verified 
that all the intersection points (wa , w , + l )  between the two 
boundaries are given by 

W t + i  = 
g(ftHk - glH3)- 

J[fi+igt - figt+i][(~t + gt+i)Hj - ( f t  + f t + i ) H k ]  

g(gt+lHj - f t + l H k ) m  
U, = 

t/[fa+lSa - fast+ll[(s~ +st+l)H, - (ft + ftt1)Hkl 

where c = fl,  and H j  = &A3 and HI,  = &AI,. This 
gives eight solutions, only two of which (it can be shown) 
may correspond to vertices of W:. Among all M sub- 
regions Wj,% we then have at most M ( M  - 1) such points, 
and the total number of intersections among all bounding 
lines and curves is therefore bounded by M 2  + 9M + 4. 

Checking if a point is on the boundary is done by bound- 
ing box tests, interval merging, and (lastly) checking to see 
if it is contained within all the sub-regions W3,, by seeing 
if it satisfies the associated equations 

Ift+ld+i + Af*~,+lva - f t ~ T l  5 2AstAj. 

Since there are M such equations, the overall complexity 
of computing the vertices is 0 ( M 3 ) .  

e 
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